WARRANTY DETAILS
METAL FINISHED INSERTS AND WROUGHT IRON DETAILS:
Nouveau and Bungalow Collection: Inserts for Columns, Corbels, Brackets, Crown and
Light Mouldings
Made from .125” thick Masonite Boards.
Provided with furniture grade 3M double sided tape on one side. Simply peel and stick.**
Corbel, column and bracket inserts are sold in sets of 2.
Crown and Light Rail inserts are sold individually. Parts are strapped to cardboard backer to
protect during shipment. Please keep attached to backer until ready to install.
 Finish material consists of a thin layer of actual metal based finish mixed with a resin binder
to provide greater stability.
** We recommend adding a dab of glue or using pin nails to secure inserts. Final top coats
can be applied after inserts are installed.





Nouveau, Weaved, Baroque and Empire Collection: Pierced Brackets
 Made from .125” thick Masonite Boards.
 Finished on both sides with a matte black sprayed finish.
 Brackets are pre-routed for easy assembly.

Wrought Iron Brackets and Support Legs:
 Wrought iron brackets and support legs are hand sprayed with a powder coat finish and are
ideal for outdoor use.
 Finishes are applied individually to each part which may result in slight variations.

WARRANTY - WOOD COMPONENTS:
 Our liability shall not exceed the replacement cost of our products.
 Defect on the material or workmanship must be reported upon receipt and prior to
installation.
 Prompt and proper sealing and finishing is essential to maintain wood stability. Sealing the
ends will reduce the chance of cracking due to moisture loss or moisture increase.
 We do not recommend our stock wood products for exterior use.
 Exterior-grade species and glue are available on a custom basis. Please call for a quote.
*WOOD PRODUCTS MUST BE MAINTAINED UNDER STABLE TEMPERATURE AND
HUMIDITY CONDITIONS TO REMAIN UNDER WARRANTY.

WARRANTY - IRON COMPONENTS:
 We will replace factory defective items within one year of purchase date, subject to approval.
 Defects caused by abuse, negligence, or damage from installation are not covered. Damages
arising from improper or incorrect installation are not covered.
 Certain inconsistencies in hand crafted wrought iron products should be expected and
add to the character of the merchandise. Metal finishes may be subject to small variations.
 Brown Wood, Inc. is not responsible for color variations and cannot guarantee exact matches
between similar items.
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